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Abstract- In our previous research, [3] has put forward a
method to extract surfaces of stone flakes. But for reassembling
stone flakes, it is necessary to obtain the suitable flake surface.
Extracting accurate and smooth edges of stone flake surfaces
plays a significant part. The former method extracted the
boundary edges of stone flakes based on the density of points.
However, some surface boundaries are rough. It is hard to match
flake surfaces with these irregular edges. To solve this problem,
an effective method is proposed for optimizing edges based on a
mesh. According to experiments, results of our optimization
method indicate that the boundary edges become smooth, which
will make a contribute to stone flake matching.
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to move or add points. It can retain the original meshes as
much as possible.
II. RELATED WORKS
The segmented results of stone flakes are mesh-based point
clouds. Because the normal vectors of boundary meshes vary
violently, the curvature of points is large around edges and it
is small inside flake surfaces. The feature is utilized to extract
edges of flake surfaces and generate closed surfaces. The flow
of the flake surface extraction method is shown in the Fig. 1.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In archaeology, excavated materials are very important
evidences for anthropological research[1]. In ancient time, the
stone tools were used as cutting tools or weapons made by
striking or polishing rocks. It is pretty meaningful to
reassemble stone flakes for obtaining good knowledge of
ancient human activity. On the other hand, the problem of
reassembling fractured 3D objects in a fully automatic way has
gained an importance, due mainly to the increasingly widespread use of shape acquisition devices in multiple fields[2]. In
the process of reassembling, the speed and accuracy of
searching the best matching surface are the key of
reassembling.
In this study, we use stone flakes excavated in Japan. Since
the climate of Japan is marine warm temperate damp monsoon,
the air is humid and the soil is acidic. Therefore, organics like
bones and woods perish except stones, and some edges of
stone flakes are vague and ambiguous. In the above situations,
for obtaining the best matching surface, extracting accurate
and smooth edge of stone flakes plays a critical role. The flake
surface extraction method[3] has extracted the edges of stone
flake surfaces according to the density of points. Nevertheless,
part of results are irregular, the boundary edges are not smooth.
This paper proposed a novel method of optimizing the
edges based on segmented surface to get smooth boundary.
Our method mainly includes obtaining boundary edges of
stone flake surface, calculating the angle between adjacent
boundary edges and modifying the triangle polygon mesh.
Compared with the method which optimizes boundary edges
with simple straightest geodesics[5], our method do not need
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Fig. 1. Flow of flake surface extraction
Meshes are simplified by using Quadric Error Metrics[4].
When triangle meshes are generated, low-density points will
cause irregular surface boundaries as shown in the Fig.2.

Fig.2. Analysis of irregular boundary generation
III. OUR METHOD
In our method, we use the above segmented stone flake
surfaces as our experimental data, there are three steps for
optimizing the boundary edges of a stone flake surface.
Step1: Traverse the triangle mesh of the surface to obtain
triangles that on the boundary edges. The boundaries are
judged by boundary conditions (1). Assume that the number
of mesh traversal times as T . If edge ei of triangle polygon

is traversed only once, it is regarded as a boundary edge.
Otherwise, ei is traversed twice, which is not a boundary
edge.

boundary,
ei = 
 inside,

T (ei ) = 1
T (ei ) = 2

degrees. (a), (c) and (e) are original surfaces, and (b), (d) and
(f) are optimized surfaces.

(1)

Step2: Judge adjacent triangles that have the boundary
edges whether they are in the direction of edge or not. As
shown in Fig. 2, assume the angle between two triangle
meshes as θ , if θ is greater than R , the adjacent triangles
are in the same direction. Otherwise, if θ is equal to or
smaller than the threshold R , the adjacent triangles are not in
the same direction, a new triangle mesh need to be inserted
for optimization. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , when
inserting a triangle mesh, we have to keep the normal vector
to be consistent. For instance, if the triangle meshes of a
surface are clockwise, triangle mesh insertion must be
clockwise.
Step3: Repeat the operations of step 2 until all of triangle
meshes are optimized.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Result of optimization

(c)
(d)
Fig. 6. Result of optimization

Fig. 2. Judgment of edge direction
(e)
(f)
Fig. 7. Result of optimization
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Fig. 3. Normal vector of a triangle mesh

This paper presented an edge optimization method based
on stone flake surfaces. Our method can arrange triangle mesh
according to the boundary edges of stone flakes. In the future,
the extracted surfaces with regular edges are applied for
implementing the reassembling work of stone flakes.
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Fig. 4. Consistence of normal vector
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